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Wiley Publishing Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 2003. Illustrated Soft Cover. Condition: New. Well
illustrated throughout (illustrator). 1st Edition. "Money 2003 for Dummies", by Peter Weverka.
Copyright 2003, by Wiley Publishing, Indianapolis Indiana. First Edition, Coded Second Printing.
NOT Ex-Library. Our friend bought thousands of books over a half-century, placed them on
bookshelves and never took them down, never read them - now they are on their way from his big
beautiful library to yours. Unopened, Unread. Multicolor soft wraps, 9 1/4" x 7 3/8" x 340 clean
pages of splendid instruction. Very well illustrated throughout. A splendid tutorial. No looseness,
No mustiness, No smoke smell. Explanations in plain English; 'Get in, Get out' information; Icons
and other aids; A Tear-out cheat sheet; Top Ten lists; More. A remarkable addition to your library.
Splendid for the professional or manager, collector, historian, author. No dogears, No names, No
other markings. No bookplates. NOT Ex-library. NOT Remainder-marked. Don't let this one get by
you - this is a marvelous find.
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and
dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler-- Doyle Schmeler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin
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